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Executive Summary 
 
The following evidence is missing and is needed to make a complete evaluation of 
the Antrim County election of November 3, 2020 including, but not limited to: 

• Forensic images of all election equipment from all precincts 
• Physical ballots from all precincts 
• Forensic images of all laptops, USB sticks, removable media, or other devices 

used by technicians that serviced Antrim County 
• Detailed answers to questions regarding information technology 

configuration of Antrim County computer systems 
• Detailed answers to questions regarding election processes prior to, during, 

and post-election 
 
The ballots used in the Antrim County general election on November 3, 2020 have 
no serial numbers present on them. This means that the same ballots can be fed 
multiple times into the tabulators without any detection or warnings that they have 
already been processed once before and that they are duplicate. The lack of serial 
numbers also allows for the following additional techniques to create and run such 
ballots. The Lenberg expert report dated May 16, 2021 titled, “Summary of Security 
Deficiencies in the Antrim County Voting Systems” showed that the polls could 
easily be re-opened and more ballots fed into the tabular and then setting the time 
back to official poll closing; this technique and the fact that the ballots have no 
serial number makes ballot box stuffing very difficult to detect given routine 
canvassing procedures employed in Antrim County. 
 
The paper used for the ballots is freely available on the open market and it can be 
acquired easily at office supply stores. In addition, a consumer grade inkjet printer, 
at the cost of $280, is sufficient to create the ballots and use them in a tabulator. 
This means that, with a limited expenditure of funds, it is possible to fabricate 
ballots for fraudulent use in an election. If commercial printing equipment was 
made available, hundreds of thousands of ballots could be fabricated. The ballots 
can either be blank or pre-filled with vote choices based on the preference of the 
fraudulent actor. Mass scale fraud would likely use pre-filled ballots to expedite the 
process; otherwise, it would take a substantial amount of time to fill in the vote 
choices. 
 
The ElectionSource whistleblower video referenced in the Penrose expert report 
dated May 2, 2021 indicates that the thumb drives carried by each ElectionSource 
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technician contain the ballot images for the jurisdictions that they serve. The 
whistleblower further asserts that it is simple to take those portable document 
format (PDF) ballot image files and print them out and use the real ballots for 
fraudulent purposes. 
 
The Antrim County ballots found on the Antrim County Election Management 
System (EMS) contain several errors that put the ballots themselves outside of 
expected specifications and leads to reversals and processing errors based on the 
direction that ballots are fed into the tabulators. These issues are present in the 
PDFs themselves on the EMS, they are not an error of the printing company or 
whoever was responsible for making the ballot for use during the election. 
 
Details  
 
Ballots Lack Serial Number – Susceptible to Ballot Box Stuffing 
 
The fact that ballots in Antrim County have no serial numbers makes it impossible 
to detect the re-running of any particular ballot. In other words, once a fraudulent 
actor has a stack of pre-populated ballots they can run the ballots in the tabulators 
an unlimited amount of times and the tabulator will not raise an error regarding 
the fraudulent activity. 
 
The Lenberg expert report dated May 16, 2021 titled, “Summary of Security 
Deficiencies in the Antrim County Voting Systems” showed that ballot box 
“stuffing” is quite feasible given the ability for a poll worker to reopen the poll, scan 
additional stacks of ballots, and then reset the time back to the appropriate poll 
closure time. 
 
An example of the financial cost for such a fraud activity follows: 
 

• $280 large format printer 
• Heavy weight paper from local shops.   

o 500 sheets of 11x17 paper for $50 
• Cutting to ballot size costs an additional $5 

 
A motivated fraud actor could make many more ballots for a slightly higher cost: 

• In a night could make 12 ballots per minute (double sided) * 60 minutes * 12 
hours > 8600 ballots 

• A cooperating printshop that has professional equipment could make tens of 
thousands over night during hours that the shop is normally closed 

 
Indeed, the laboratory testing performed in support of this case was conducted 
using similar procedures to generate the ballots necessary for the testing 
procedures. The ballots produced in this fashion work in the tabulators as expected. 
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Accessibility of Ballot Images 
 
The ballot images for every precinct and ballot type are stored on the EMS server. 
Antrim County is no exception, the EMS server does contain all of the ballot images 
for every variation of the ballots used in Antrim County. Figure 1 contains a partial 
list of the Antrim County ballots available on the EMS: 
 

 
Figure 1 Antrim County Partial Ballot List from EMS 
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Testing indicates that when ballots are fed with the top first into the tabulator 
there is a very low reversal rate, less than 1% (with high quality votes filled in).  
The same ballot fed into the tabulator with the bottom first, results in a 
substantially higher rate of reversals of approximately 20%. 
 
The ballots’ internal blocks where the contests are located are collectively shifted 
1mm to the right (see Figure 3 & 4) and the external outer marker are shifted by 
1mm left (see Figure 5) in all instances, including the calibration sheet (Figure 6). 
The overall vote choice bullet area is only 4mm in size, and the total 2mm shift 
accounts for a 50% offset from the proper target location to assess whether a vote is 
cast. This offset increases the likelihood of reversal and adjudication during an 
election. 
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Figure 3 - 1mm Shift Right for Internal Contests Blocks on Ballot 

 

 
Figure 4 - Close-up of the 2mm Shift Impacting 

 
 
The vertical red lines in Figure 4 show the specific center-point of the area that will 
be scanned by the tabulator to determine if a particular vote has been selected. The 
center of the vote box used for vote evaluation has been effectively moved to the left 
2mm. 
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Figure 5 shows the Dominion Voting Systems calibration sheet. This calibration 
sheet does not include outer markers, internal contest blocks, and vote choice 
bullets.  It does not provide any observable means for the tabulator to “calibrate” 
the scanner in preparation for an election. 

Under the penalties of perjury, I declare that I have read the foregoing report and 
that facts stated in it are true.  

 
 
 
______ ____________ 
Jeffrey Lenberg 
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